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	Principles of Musical Acoustics focuses on the basic principles in the science and technology of music. Musical examples and specific musical instruments demonstrate the principles. The book begins with a study of vibrations and waves, in that order. These topics constitute the basic physical properties of sound, one of two pillars supporting the science of musical acoustics. The second pillar is the human element, the physiological and psychological aspects of acoustical science. The perceptual topics include loudness, pitch, tone color, and localization of sound. With these two pillars in place, it is possible to go in a variety of directions. The book treats in turn, the topics of room acoustics, audio both analog and digital, broadcasting, and speech. It ends with chapters on the traditional musical instruments, organized by family.

	

	The mathematical level of this book assumes that the reader is familiar with elementary algebra. Trigonometric functions, logarithms and powers also appear in the book, but computational techniques are included as these concepts are introduced, and there is further technical help in appendices.
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Still in the Game: Finding the Faith to Tackle Life’s Biggest ChallengesThomas Nelson Inc, 2019

	
		Be proud of your scars. They’re signs that you survived whatever tried to break you.

	
		For Devon Still, life has been a journey from one scar to the next. From one challenge to the next. His is a story of pushing through pain and overcoming obstacles of all shapes and sizes—of choosing to fight...
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Deutschland und Amerika aus der Sicht Max Webers (Studien zum Weber-Paradigma) (German Edition)Springer, 2013

	Sieht man genau hin, lassen sich große Unterschiede zwischen der deutschen und der amerikanischen Gesellschaft ausmachen. Viele davon sind unter der Oberfläche verborgen. Max Webers historisch-vergleichende Soziologie ist für eine kausale Erklärung dieser Unterschiede bestens gerüstet.  Max Weber interessierte...
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Professional Workflow in SharePoint 2010: Real World Business Workflow SolutionsWrox Press, 2011


	SharePoint workfl ow comes in many shapes and fl avors, yet to the average SharePoint user it

	is a master magician’s art learned through a formidable journey. Why is it that one of the most

	important aspects of SharePoint is also one of the hardest to comprehend and learn? SharePoint

	default workfl ows, SharePoint Designer...
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LEGO Mindstorms Masterpieces: Building Advanced RobotsSyngress Publishing, 2003
In LEGO Mindstorm Masterpieces, some of the world's leading LEGO Mindstorms inventors share their knowledge and development secrets. The unique style of this book will allow it to cover an incredibly broad range of topics in unparalleled detail. Chapters within the book will include detailed discussions of the mechanics that drive the robot - and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Access 2003 in 24 HoursQue, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to work with and design your own Access databases. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Access 2003 and all its components from the ground up.

Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	Android continues to be one of the leading mobile OS and development platforms driving today's mobile innovations and the apps ecosystem. Android appears complex, but offers a variety of organized development kits to those coming into Android with differing programming language skill sets.


	Android Recipes: A...
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